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Juicers
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Type: Single Auger
Continuous heavy duty juicer with automatic pulp ejection. Juices
fruits, vegetables, wheatgrass, and makes pasta, nut butters, soy
milk and minces. Built in “reverse” prevents clogging. Easy to
clean. Household and Commercial Use. 1/3 hp motor, 80 rpm. Black
and Chrome. 10 year warranty.
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Coming in early 2009. More details to follow.
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Type: Single Auger
Modern design, stainless
steel shaft, non toxic
polycarbonate plastic,
1 3/4” feed tube; easy
to clean. Includes 2
augers (1 for wheatgrass
and 1 for fruit and
vegetables), juice
collecting cup, removable stainless steel sieve/screen and recipe
book. Makes baby foods, frozen deserts, pasta, soy milk, as well
as juices wheatgrass, fruits and vegetables. Can be changed into a
homogenizer. 2.63 hp, 76 rpm 100 watts. 8 yr warranty on motor.
1 yr warranty on parts.
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Type: Single Auger
Same as 8005, except all white.

Coming in early 2009. More
details to follow.
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Type: Single Auger
Single mill-type auger.
Thick plastic housing
with melamine gear.
Juices fruits, vegetables,
wheatgrass, leafy
greens, frozen deserts,
baby foods, minced
meats and fish, nut butters and herbs. Easy to clean. 1/3 hp motor,
1,750 rpm- motor speed, 80 rpm, 160 watts. 10 yr warranty on
motor. 5 yr warranty on parts. Colors: Black and Ivory.
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Dual–stage extraction
process and larger
single-gear auger
results in high yield
and less pulp. Juices
fruits, vegetables,
leafy greens and
wheatgrass. Includes
juice and pulp container, juicing and homogenizing screens,
juicing, homogenizing, spaghetti, and fettuccini nozzles,
strainer, cleaning brush. 4 hp (squeezing hp) with gear
reduction, 80 rpm, 180 watts. 5 yr warrany.
s Z-Star conversion kit available to convert the SoloStar II to a
manual juicer.

Type: Single Auger
Automatic pulp ejection. Unique
design with visor, built-in reverse,
quiet operation and easy to clean.
Juicer can make frozen deserts,
nut butters, grinds grain
and different pastas. 1/3
hp motor, 100 rpm, 240
watts. 10 yr warranty.

